Abstract: This article aims to reveal the conceptual sphere of modern cinema discourse in Europe and Asia by analyzing movie headline complexes. More than two thousand original movie titles and slogans of 21st-century films presented at the largest festivals are studied. The main concepts (man, opposition, love, house and nature) are pointed out and explained. In addition to the detailed theoretical commentary, the paper shows how the cinema headline complex concentrates intertextual and non-textual associations, and carries information about authors' intentions and tastes of moviegoers who are the target audience for the interpreter.
Introduction
The headline complex (all the elements of the frame text grouped around a work's title)
1 takes on such functions as nominative, evaluative and expressive, informative, and advertising. It is aimed at helping people navigate in a large stream of data in a more flexible manner. The linguistic base in cinematography is a relatively new and regularly expanded section of onomastics. In Western science cinematographic names and other non-textual elements are studied within the terminological framework of the paratext theory formulated in the 1980s by Gerard Genette and several other researchers (Robert Stam; Nicole Janin-Foucher) and also within the framing theory suggested by Erving Goffman (Frame Analysis, 1974) and Werner Wolf with the contributors to his anthology (2006) , who have tried to apply it to media.
In Russia the headline complex of cinematic texts have so far received very little consideration. Movie titles (often called filmonyms), excluding other elements encircling and framing the film, are studied primarily: Yu.N. Podymova (2006) investigates the structure and the functions of filmonyms, A.V. Antropova (2008) makes their comparative analysis, and E.V. Skvortsova (2011) employs terms of linguosynergetics in her study of feature film titles 2 . Because there is no clear terminology with regard to movie titles and other framing elements of cinematic texts, it is necessary to look to areas outside cinematography such as interpretation and translation studies, linguistics, journalism, advertising, literature studies, etc.
Headline complex (header complex, headline set, sequence of headings and endings, header and final complex) is a literary term successfully used in Russian media text analysis. It includes a title, a slogan (advertising motto with a briefly formulated idea), a plot summary, the name of an author (director) or iconic actors, a poster, and audiovisual content (trailer) . In this work we shall consider the linguistic base (the title and the tagline), while addressing the other elements when required.
Sometimes the term slogan or tagline is replaced in the film industry with such words as logline (a brief retelling of the plot in no more than two sentences made to catch the interest of potential viewers) or synopsis (a literary and informative retelling of the plot). We are sure that, because of its basic function and structure that can supplement the title, the term slogan expresses its current tasks to the fullest extent possible.
The study of headline complexes of cinematic texts is one of the techniques of exposing national conceptual spheres. We want to identify characteristic features in worldviews of different Asian and European countries by distinguishing typical global categories, keywords, metaphors, and images in the headline complex of their cinematography.
The concept considered as the basic unit of intercultural communication is an associative notion that replaces a series of images. Concepts can be described in several ways (Pimenova 2005: 15-19; Zhamsaranova 2011: 33-47) . In this work we shall treat the concept as a semantic formation that is characterized by specific linguocultural features and expresses the mentality of a linguistic persona from a particular ethnic 2 For deeper insight into different aspects of filmonyms see, e.g., Vorontsova, I.I. and N.L Tkachenko. 2015 community (according to Yu. S. Stepanov 2004: 42-67) . The concept is a clump of culture that generates and, at the same time, is generated by it 3 . Despite the fact that most films are co-produced, there is always one main country of production. The primary role of the author belongs to film script writing and direction. The author's worldview is formed under the influence of his/her national culture, and the output of his/her effort (film) later becomes part of this culture.
The difficulty of perceiving and studying foreign headline complexes is linked with the person of the interpreter who is the mediator between the author and the film's audience. In the course of decoding we observe the distortion of the producer's conceptual sphere, which is replaced in the mind of the bearer of another culture with his own worldview anyway. Some titles are interpreted with regard to audience's tastes and knowledge (experience): for example, the German film Elser (2015) by Oliver Hirschbiegel is known worldwide as 13 Minutes and in Russia as Взорвать Гитлера ('Blow Up Hitler'); the Icelandic film Fúsi (2015) by Dagur Kári revealing the image of a "little man" was released in Russia and some European countries as Virgin Mountain. Titles of Asian films are decoded in an equally liberal manner. For example, the South Korean film Gukjesijang (literally: 'The International Market') by Yoon Je-kyoon was released in some countries as Ode to My Father (2014) . It has to be said that an absolutely logical characteristic of Russian moviegoers is their expectation of not only adequately translated titles of foreign films but also complete dubbing of their soundtracks as opposed to subtitling typical of European countries. In addition, each language has its own figures of speech and idiomatic phrases that make film interpreting more difficult. Here we shall try to use word forms that as close to general ideas of a cinematic text as possible, rely on both generally accepted and independent translations from European and Asian languages. Because of text volume limitations, we shall confine our study to the most vivid examples.
It should be noted that in different contexts one seme can be a structural part of several concepts at a time; therefore, the number of films in our sample will not match the number of concept-forming word usages. In order to optimize our estimations, we took account of title complexes of particular films with different concepts according to their number.
The relevance of the study consists in an attempt to describe the European and the Asian worldview by linguocultural analysis and highlighting concepts of headline complexes of European and Asian cinematic texts.
The subject matter of our research is headline complexes of films from Asian and European countries presented over the past 17 years at such international festivals as the Big Five (Cannes, Berlinale, Venice, Sundance, and Toronto) and two other venues The national concept problem is presented in the study "Concepts As a Thin Cover of Civilization" (Stepanov 2007: 63) . Stepanov notes that "concepts cannot be associated with any nationality (nationality by passport) in its general sense" and adds that "…a concept has its proper spirit expressed in a familiar and favorite mode of thought, and often by some person in one particular place, where people talk, watch, and listen…" -Karlovy Vary and Rotterdam. The essential criterion for classifying the films as made either in Europe or in Asia is the director's origin, followed by the main country of production for co-produced films, the theme and specifics of its presentation. The phenomenon of cultural androgyny is beyond the scope of our work and should be considered separately. We shall analyze 1506 titles (1069 titles of European films and 437 titles of Asian films) and 531 slogans for films from different genres.
The data are taken from several Internet sources such as the Internet Movie Database (IMDb.com) and KinoPoisk (kinopoisk.ru), which contain a vast collection of worldwide and national titles and other paratextual elements (taglines, posters, teasers, trailers, reviews). We also used official cites of international film festivals and online databases on information related to movies and film posters: CineMaterial (www. 
From insights to titles and slogans
Omri Ronen starts his article "Titles" by quoting from Curiouser and Curiouser: "Were it enquired of an ingenious writer what page of his work he had occasioned his most perplexity, he would often point to the title-page". Even the noted Russian writer Lev Tolstoy complained about the disability to invent names (Rohnen 2010). Nowadays various naming agencies design names for companies, brands and even titles for literary and cinematographic works. Nevertheless, directors and screenwriters try to come up with a title for their films by themselves.
S.D. Krzhizhanovsky (1931: 6) fairly said decades ago that every work of art "should rely on the capacity of its title": only a mnemonically made, painstakingly worked-out name provides the work of art and its meaning with some safety and recognition.
As shown by comparing movie titles in the Russian translation and in the original, the translation differs at times because of being focused primarily on the viewer's expectations. Usually, the title reflects the outlook of the authors and the country of production, and the word substitute distorts the perception of an alien reality.
It follows from academic and amateur film reviews of our days, starting with the criticism of the title, that moviegoers pay attention to the original version. For example: "What was the use of racking one's brains thinking out a title, if the original one suits best? Boż e skrawki -so the film is called in Polish, 'Edges of the Lord' -that's all: the translation matches the original meaning" (Erromango 2008 ). In the Russian version the film is known as Лики смерти ('Faces of Death ' , 2001) . The next example is Кандагар (2001) by Mohsen Makhmalbaf: "The original title of the film is Safar e Ghandehar, that means 'trip to Kandahar' . After all, there is no Kandahar in the moviebut there's a journey is undertaken without any end…" (Kudryavtsev 2009 ).
There have been different studies with possible strategies of translating movie titles and slogans and film dubbing. In our opinion, the most complete classification of Russian cases has been suggested by Yu.N. Podymova (2006: 101) : literal translation in different grammatical versions, transliteration, liberal translation, modulation, expansion, omission and mixed group. Relying on her model as the theoretical framework of this study, we managed to yield a relatively complete picture of translation strategies applied to our list of movie titles in Russian.
The range of translation strategies is given in Table 1 . Because of disparities in cultural paradigm and mismatch between sociocultural and historical associations of moviegoers, titles are sometimes subject to change. Thus, in the Russian-language announcements of the Cannes Film Festival the title of the French biopic by Michel Hazanavicius about Jean-Luc Godard, Le Redoutable (2017), was first presented as a literal translation from French -Грозный ('redoubtable'), but was later renamed to Молодой Годар ('Young Godard') (see Ustiyan 2017) .
Firstly, the associations with the word грозный among Russian viewers range from negative characteristics ('dreadful, frightening, fearsome') to toponyms (Grozny is the name of the capital of the Chechen Republic) and anthroponyms (Грозный is the nickname of the tsar Ivan IV -Ivan the Terrible). Secondly, substantivized adjectives as titles are not typical examples of Russian film naming conventions.
In this case the replacement of the literal translation (Le Redoutable) with the more liberal variant Молодой Годар does not lead to a change in the concept. On the contrary, the liberal translation of the title for the French film La tête haute (literally: 'standing tall') to Молодая кровь ('Young Blood') changes the semantic content of the concepts man and opposition. So, the original title is associated with the mental state of a person and expresses a protest against the circumstances, the adapted title is linked with the lexemes youth and rebellion.
Thus, the dominance of literal translation among other strategies (shown in Table  1 ) indicates the intention to keep the idea of the film stated in the title.
Films are often accompanied by a slogan -a memorable phrase expressing the essence of the advertising appeal. Slogans have been used in film industry right from the start (Edwards 1985: 71) and are usually called taglines. Nowadays they are printed on posters and DVD covers, used in movie descriptions in Internet sources or even included in the trailer. The slogan is the most marginal and marginalized element of cinematic peritexts (Mahlknecht 2015: 414) .
Nevertheless, not all modern films carry an advertising slogan. It is to a greater extent illustrative of European cinema, rather than Asian films. Usually, slogans gradually frame the film in the course of its release around the world. One film can be accompanied by up to 12 different variants of slogans on posters from different countries 4 . In European cinema, slogans are found more often in films directed in France, Great Britain, Germany or with their participation. Slogans are mostly typical of dramas and thrillers.
In Asian cinema, the slogan is more typical of Japanese, Korean, Chinese and Israeli dramas, either social or psychological, or films containing elements of crime and action movies.
The taglines of both European and Asian films are unified in structure, vocabulary, and stylistics. The most typical tagline consists of no more than 3-6 words or 2-4 sentence-patterns with euphony, tropes and rhetorical figures used to increase attractiveness or give a condensed version of a plot: "Thunderclouds. Clouds of war. Spirit of the drum" (The Drummer, 2007); "Daring, Desirable, Dangerous" (Miss Lovely, 2012); "One girl. One car. One night. No coincidence" (Ramona, 2015) , "Intoxicating dance of death!" (Thanatos, Drunk, 2015) 5 . The amount of annotative slogans (74%) is considerably higher than challenge slogans (26%): this ratio reveals the dominance of the informative function. The advertising and promotional function in taglines is expressed in vivid and emotionally loaded words: "One of the best five films of the year in the world" (The Cutoff Man, 2012); "The plot allows the viewer to discover the depth and attraction of the film's characters together with the peak of pleasure and entertainment" (The Drummer, 2007) The concept is found in a relatively small number of slogans. Nevertheless, these slogans are the ones making it possible to expand the concept's semantic field or determine whether the movie title belongs to a specific concept, take e.g.: "Who is the most evil? Everybody. Resolved" (Outrage Beyond, 2012) , "Let's kill each other today" (Battle Royale, 2000) -opposition; "When the rules don't fit, find the courage to follow The translations from Asian posters were made by experts from above-stated organizations in Vladimir, Russia.
your own" (Wadjda, 2012) -man, opposition; "The younger sister has a secret. Three discoveries are waiting for you" (Traces of Sin, 2016) -man, family.
Conceptual sphere and headline complexes of Asian cinema
All around the world Asian countries are associated with the specific mentality and unique cultures of the Orient. For all of their distinct features, all schools of Asian cinema have such traits in common as long takes of nature, play of colors, vivid images and details.
However, of all the 1506 motion pictures presented at the festivals under consideration, only 437 films have been made by directors from Asia. In 43% of the cases the expressive means used for nomination include metaphors, allegoric phrases, epithets, and other tropes. Not only do expressive means reveal specific thinking patterns, but they also allow expanding the semantic field of a concept. Free and Easy (Qinsong+yukuai), 2017. This is generally not typical of the approach to dramaturgy and conflicts used in the West, where "nobody will go to the movies or turn on the TV just to watch such a film as, e.g., The Village of the Wonderful and Joyful" (Walter 1993: 26) .
The dominant concepts and their components distinguished by our analysis of headline complexes of Asian films are house, opposition, nature, man, and several other ontological, cultural, and value dominants (time, creation, feelings, life, motion) . The intensity of lexical expression of these concepts within the groups is roughly the same.
The concept of house is included in the megaconcept of space, which is a basic ontological category, and the dimension of the world (19% out of the 36% falling to the share of space). The house reproduces the structure of the universe. The distinct feature of its representation is that the key components included in the concept's associative field, i.e., family, parents, children, generation ties, forgiveness, overcoming, respect, tradition, are closely correlated with each other and express the general idea of family and home among Asian peoples: Daughter from Yan'an (Enan no musume), 2002; "The family that eats together stays together" (Noriko's Dinner In most cases we introduce a worldwide (English) title, transliterated original title (in brackets) and give its literal translation only if the semantic aspect is important for our interpretation. Slogans from film posters are given in English. As a rule, names and nicknames of children in family-related headline complexes carry an underlying idea. In the film directed by Raşit Çelikezer in 2011, Can (pronounced as [ˈdʒän] ) is not merely the name of a foster son illegally purchased by a young Turkish family. In Persian, Tajik, Armenian, Azerbaijan, Turkish, and some other Indo-European and Turkic languages -jan-means 'spirit, life, dear, heart'; it can be used both as a separate word and as a suffix or ending of generic names to express the speaker's affection for the person indicated. The meaning of the name Can becomes the focal point of the drama: the mother neither loves nor accepts the purchased little one called Can. Anna Bielak (2012) considers the resonation of the title with the English meaning of the word and finds one more level of understanding the idea of the Turkish film.
The Israeli drama Princess (working title New Family, 2014) is a case of atypical family situation. Holly is a 12-year-old girl who has become an object of unambiguous attention for her stepfather. Her psychological condition is graphically emphasized in the film's poster, on which we find the word prince hidden in PrinceSs as the key to the film's meaning.
The concept of opposition is expressed in the considered films in such binary pairs as man vs. society (system); man vs. man, and man vs. circumstances. Such pairs typical of European movie titles as man vs. nature, life vs. death, and love vs. hate are virtually absent. The concept of opposition covers such notions as choice, war, and rebellion.
Of course, films about warfare and criminal affairs are typical products of the global movie industry. Nonetheless, Asian films carry less striking titles than their European counterparts. Usually, titles and slogans point to a character or a group of characters: Hero Nonetheless, the lexeme of creation can be viewed as a specific concept, in which folklore traditions and ideas of modern art are conveyed separately or in a synthesized form: "This is your brain on anime" ( The abundance of such titles means that nature has a special niche in Asian cinema discourse. Nature hides a mystery; it attracts film directors and characterizes the main line in the culture and philosophy of the Orient, i.e., integration of man and nature in an organic unity.
The concept of nature also includes such lexical units as change, plastic, machines. They expose the world's entropy algorithm of development, socioeconomic and environmental relations. In Still Life (Chinese: Sanxia Xaoren, literally: 'Good people of the Three Gorges' , 2006) the fantastic landscapes of China are shown together with the brutal imagery of artificial structures; Three Gorges is a hydroelectric dam on the Yangtze River. A River Changes Course (2013) is the story of several families from modern Cambodia who try building a new life. Plastic China (2016) presents the frank imagery of plasticscapes and ruined destinies.
The reference to man is typical of both dominant and secondary concepts (16% of concept representatives, 7% of which contain a proper name). Therefore, we describe it both as a separate category and together with other cultural and existential dominants. Man gets involved in a cyclic model of time that is manifested in the infinite flow of life and alternation of generations.
In this regard, an interesting aspect of describing a worldview is that the idea of Whereas in the West love is associated with a romantic paradigm and the philosophy of new corporeality, in the East love is a form of spiritual experience articulated in the ideological content of cinematic text: "Before Time rushes forward, measure carefully the essentials of love once again" (In the Mood for Love, 2000) ; "What will lighten our dark night? An untimely love?!" (Tales, 2014) .
One of the main problems with grasping headline complexes of Asian films is that titles of certain films are translated by means of transliteration. This method has been used in 57 of the 437 films (13%).
We decided to conduct an experiment and offered 15 native speakers of Hebrew, Farsi, and Chinese aged 18 to 45, as well as 15 respondents from Russia, to share their associations with the following words used in movie titles: Kedma (Hebrew: ‫.)המדק‬ The root k-d-m comes from Semitic languages and means a geographic direction (front, ahead, eastward; the ancient name of the Dead Sea is the Eastern Sea or Kedma; kidma is a noun for progress, and kadam is a verb for be ahead; see IRIS, ‫.)המדק‬ The film made by Amos Gitai (2002) is a historical drama based on a true conflict between Jewish refugees and Palestinians that occurred right before the foundation of the State of Israel. On May 7, 1948 a group of Jewish refugees from Europe who had survived the horrors of concentration camps reached the Palestinian shore onboard the cargo ship Kedma.
Lantouri ‫)یروتنال(‬ is a Persian slang word that refers to a cheap, liable or unworthy person; it comes from the times of first casinos in Iran using kerosene lamps with mantels (lantouri denotes such a lantern, too); a loser unable to pay for loss had to carry a lantern for a winner anywhere (s)he goes and was also named lantouri. In the mocumentary by Reza Dormishian (2016) Lantouri is the name of a street gang founded by Pasha to target those in Tehran who prospered in society through corruption. The title sheds light on sore spots of modern society; it helps to reveal Pasha's true nature in a shocking history with journalist Maryam, who rejects the advances of Pasha. He attacks her with acids; Maryam, a former fighter against lex talionis, seeks revenge herself: an eye for an eye.
Behemoth is the international metaphorical name of the film by Zhiao Liang (2015) about the unbearable environment of Chinese coal and steelmaking plants in the region of Inner Mongolia. In Classical Hebrew b'hemoth is the plural of b'hemah meaning 'beast' . The word has different cultural connotations: from power and fertility (see Cirlot 2010: 116) to the biblical monster mentioned in the OT alongside Leviathan ( Job 40:10-19) and the huge demon from Dante's Divine Comedy. In Russian the words behemoth and hippopotamus are doublets. In modern English behemoth is used for any huge object (OALD). The Chinese title for the movie printed on poster is 悲兮魔兽 (pinyin: bēixī móshòu), which could be translated as 'the monster that brings sadness' . It follows from this table ( Table 2) that Russian viewers associate the name Kedma most often with a personal name. They attribute positive images and proper names to the name Lantouri (flower, dance, woman); however, Persians classify this name as a slang word with negative semantics.
The etymology of the name Behemoth that expresses the director's view of the impact of industrialization is unfamiliar to the Russian viewer. It is interesting that in France and Germany the film's name is rendered as Behemoth the Black Dragon, whereas Russian critics specify that Behemoth is Chinese Leviathan (see South China Insight News 2016).
It follows from the survey that the perception of film titles is affected by differences in culture, outside world, religion, basic and background knowledge. These factors also predefine expectations from film screening, and a film's content does not always correspond to first impressions.
Conceptual sphere and headline complexes of European cinema
Most of the films presented at the film festivals we considered have been made in Europe. It has a universal culture with such distinctive features as diversity and integrity. European culture is divided into unique and distinctive periods; however, its basic principles, i.e., person and personal freedom, remain unchanged. The deliberate contemplation of the flow of life is not a typical feature of European cinema as opposed to Asian cinema. The focal points of European films are conflict events and situations, everything that can rock one's world and change one's destiny.
Man is the central idea of any culture. It is exactly in European cinema where man becomes an object of close attention, which points to the constant interest in his individuality, peculiarities, and destiny. The concept of man is mentioned in 50.2% of the titles and slogans of the studied films. The slogan of the joint Belgian-French movie Superstar (2012), "Who are you?", can be considered the concept's main question. The lexeme of man is a meganconcept, i.e., it has a multifarious content.
First of all, man is a name. Thirty-one per cent of European headline complexes expressing the concept of man refer to the name of an extremely popular person or a film character. Selecting a name is like selecting an invariable cultural fact and a key cultural principle; names are biographically and historically remarkable (Florenskij 2009: 135, 156) . The name of a renowned person allows the viewer to immediately coin various respective associations: for example, The Extraordinary Life of Edith Piaf (La môme, 2007) is associated with France, music and variety art; Mr. Turner (2014) is associated with Britain and painting, and Pasolini (2014) is associated with Italy, cinema and challenge. Sometimes, however, initial name-related associations can be false: for example, Dormant Beauty (Bella Addormentata, 2012) is a mere metaphor because the film is about euthanasia against the backdrop of the last six days in the life of a woman in a coma; A Kalashnikov Thought (Un pensiero Kalasnikov, 2013) contains a Russian surname associated worldwide with weapons. In this case the director is consciously provocative and thus produces new, deeper associations.
In addition, the semantic field of the concept of man includes lexemes that refer to the following:
- Another peculiarity of European films is the manner in which they present teenage characters: the teenager has an undoubtedly strong personality; he keeps on fighting when the adults around him have given up; he takes responsibility for his decisions while still remaining a child. That is why the lexeme teenager is classified as diverging. In some films teenage characters are described in positive words symbolizing dreams of youth: take, e.g., Pretty Butterflies (Bellas Mariposas), 2012; Cherries (Trešnje), 2017. In other movies, these characters are described in negative terms and the viewer understands that the teenager is a personality ready to fight for his freedom: e.g., Misunderstood (Incompresa), 2014; Handful of Stones (Kamen u ruci), 2017; Bloody Milk (Petit Paysan), 2017. The lexeme teenager is basically associated with challenge and rebellion: e.g., the slogans "А joyous, heart-swelling story of youthful rebellion" and "Three Girls vs. The World" of the film We Are the Best! (Vi är bäst!), 2013. It is interesting that in European cinema the house and its parts can symbolize opposition within the family: Balcony (Ballkoni), 2013.
Opposition lies at the heart of human nature. This concept is structurally complex: opposition may be manifested in three scenarios (ego vs. alter ego, me vs. alien me, me vs. the world).
The ego-alter ago line is about fighting oneself, one's own feelings and circumstances: e.g., The Past (Le Passé), 2013; One More Time With Feeling, 2016 . However, a fight against circumstances gives rise to inspiration (Staying Vertical (Rester Vertical), 2016) ; that is why the structure of opposition includes such concepts as creation and art: e.g., Living Still Life (La résurrection des natures mortes), 2012; The Dancer (La Danseuse), 2016.
The ego vs. alien ego line is manifested in the opposition of man vs. man, e.g., Freud vs. Jung. Interpersonal struggle gives rise to animal instincts and gets people living on the edge: e.g., "We can all lose control" (Wild Tales (Relatos salvajes), 2013); "A beast the film and the ancient legend is that in the former it is a girl of 13 who walks into the dark world after her beloved.
On the other hand, love is associated with passion: e.g., In European cinema love is often shown as destructive but the desire for experiencing this feeling is often stronger than one's will: it makes people active, change the world around and, therefore, live. Love makes people beautiful: e.g., Let the Sunshine In (Un beau soleil intérieur), 2017; Love Is All You Need (Danish: Den Skaldede Frisør, literally: 'The Bald Hairdresser'), 2012, a film whose original title contains an oxymoron and the translated title directly refers to a song by The Beatles.
It should be noted that all of the three considered concepts are interdependent; therefore, one headline complex may point to several concepts at once. For example, the film I, Daniel Blake (2016) reflects the combination of man and opposition by syntactic means; Blood Father (2016) with the slogan "A Father Makes His Own Justice", Graduation (Bacalaureat, 2016) with the slogan "A father will do anything to save his daughter's future" points at the combination of man + opposition + love.
Conclusion
The headline complex is a synthesis of a language base, literary images, and related associations linked with a work of art. It is the associative center of a cinematic text, a condensed expression of the film's key idea, and reflects the moral and spiritual state of the society, the profile of human consciousness, and national conceptual sphere.
Slogans are not obligatory components of the headline complex but they play an important role in vectoring viewers' associations; slogans may expand the semantic field of a concept or point out whether the movie title belongs to a specific concept.
Distinctive features of national cinema are discovered by headline complex studies.
The main concepts of Asian films are house, nature, opposition, and man. The headline complex of modern Asian cinema is characterized by vivid phrases and expressive figures of speech such as personification, metaphor, anaphora, metonymy, etc. Asian directors try not to use provocative words and images included in such concepts as war, sex, violence, and cruelty; they are more often inclined to use notions arousing positive emotions. The main obstacles for Russians who try to understand Asian cinema consist in cultural and background knowledge differences.
The main concepts of European films are man, opposition, and love. The headline complex of European films is not characterized as provocative either. Its main distinctive features are diversity of opinions, individuality, and freedom of expression. As a rule, Europeans try not to name their films in a manner shockingly explicit for the viewer. When explicit topics are covered in the film content itself, they are merely hinted at in the headline complex.
In our opinion, a major difference between Asian and European cinema is that the former is oriented at showing the life of a person within society and promotes the philosophy of life and spirit; consequently, people value each moment of their lives, they act unhurriedly and intuitively.
In European cinema the individual declares his exceptionality, values his privacy and yet remains part of the society, which is a manifestation of materialism and careful calculation.
Asian cinema is essentially contemplative, which accounts for extensive use of metaphors: they are a way of getting to know the world and forming a holistic worldview. European cinema makes more extensive use of various symbols; that is why European films are characterized by polar presentation of concepts and attention to detail.
